
The Hidden Work 

Chapter	15,	part	2	
 

 6:57 Silverdale: Good evening One & All! 
 6:58 Hawklady: Hi 
 7:01 Piandjo: good evening Silverdale-- glad you are here. 

» Perhaps tonight we finish a 15 month journey. 

 7:02 Lost_horizon: Hello, all 
 7:03 Agnihridaya: Perhaps I can get video over here sooner or later. 
 7:03 Hawklady: has it been that long? 
 7:04 Lost_horizon: Justin TV has been undergoing changes and hasn't been too reliable lately 
 7:04 Gnosticman: Good evening! No picture just "loading video" message on screen. 
 7:04 Lost_horizon: yes, here too 
 7:05 Silverdale: Be patient ... 
 7:05 Agenbite: Iven here I'm a home, recovering fr the flu. I have a picture but no people on camera... 
 7:05 Lost_horizon: We're going to reboot our broadcast machine 
 7:06 Agenbite: silverdale, I enjoyed listening to last week's gathering. 
 7:06 Silverdale: TY - Agen ... 
 7:06 Pro Gnosticman: Screen indicates "offline" 
 7:07 Pro Agnihridaya: Same here 
 7:07 Pro Gnosticman: Only picture of bereted skull 
 7:07 Lost_horizon: Justin has changed their software 

» and it's not ready for prime time evidently 

 7:07 Pro Agnihridaya: pix now 
 7:07 Lost_horizon: ok, I see David on screen now 

» everyone got a pic? 

 7:08 Pro Gnosticman: Now receiving image and sound! 
 7:08 Pro Agnihridaya: y 
 7:08 Vadere: sound and picture 
 7:08 Lost_horizon: Thanks! 

» (22 viewers, 18 signed in) 

 7:10 Simmontemplar: Hello Everyone !! glad to be back 
 7:10 Lost_horizon: Hi, Simmon 
 7:10 Piandjo: hi Simmon 
 7:10 Simmontemplar:  Dan, Pi Hi friends ! 
 7:10 Pathworld: jk 

» hi all 

 7:10 Simmontemplar: Hi Path 
 7:11 Silverdale: Hi Simmon ... I feel your presence here tonight ... 
 7:11 Simmontemplar: Silver !!!! Hi there !! ...full Presence  



 7:20 Hawklady:  
 7:23 Simmontemplar: Great to see you H. Lady ! 
 7:25 Hawklady: namesta Simmon, 
 7:31 Agenbite: I wonder if people have comments on "tuning devices"? 
 7:34 Silverdale: Gurdjieff indicates that we each have a "common integral vibration" ... this can serve as a 

tuning device ... 
 7:36 Batthra: conscience 
 7:39 Pro Gnosticman: There is something important in sensing the difference between our common 

vibratory sensation and the aspect of our vibratory field that is unique to our essential self. 
 7:40 Pro Agnihridaya: Yes discernment is equally important 
 7:40 Silverdale: Good point Gnosticman... 
 7:48 Pro Agnihridaya:  that's profound George 
 7:51 Pro Gnosticman: Attention to the energy system of our biological machine, the chakras, can be a 

helpful tuning device. Striking the tone of our essential self then noting the harmonics up and down the 
totem. 

 7:52 Silverdale: Good point Gnosticman ... 
 7:59 Hawklady: i lost video 
 7:59 Mod Dokgoth: no sound or image here 
 7:59 Simmontemplar: Once again ... 
 8:00 Agenbite: video froze on my computer 
 8:00 Pro Agnihridaya: silence and frozen image 
 8:00 Pro Gnosticman: Lost image and sound. Trying reload. 
 8:00 Lost_horizon: no audio? 
 8:00 Pro Agnihridaya: n 
 8:00 Lost_horizon: From David: 
 8:00 Piandjo: thank you everyone, for everything. See you on our next voyage together. 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: The system has failed, and we'll see everyone in a few weeks 
 8:01 Simmontemplar: I guess I will say "Have a good night" to all my companions. Thank you for Being 

here tonight 
 8:01 Silverdale: Thanks everyone for your participation this evening and throughout our study of The 

Hidden Work ... 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: David will email everyone about the next class 
 8:01 Vadere: Thank you good night 
 8:01 Pro Gnosticman: Thank you and good night! Thank you especially to David. 
 8:01 Pro Agnihridaya: audio is on here 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: enjoy your holidays 

» hari krishmas 

 8:02 Hawklady: Can David repeat 
 8:02 Pro Gnosticman: yes 
 8:02 Mod Dokgoth: i heard that    » yes 

» i heard it 

 8:02 Hawklady: yes audio but frozen screen 
 8:02 Simmontemplar: Yes is working in my computer 
 8:03 Mod Dokgoth: reminder ...december 27 - ej birthday party 


